
Aluminum Mitre Box and Saw
Easily cut perfect corners in zinc and 
lead came, wood moldings, and other 
difficult materials with this precision 
aluminum mitre box and razor-sharp 
hacksaw.  Fine tooth saw blade is 
replaceable.

#3226 Mitre Box 
#3101 Mitre Saw
#3109 Replacement Blade

Specialty Tools

Glass Cutting Squares 
Glass cutting can only be as 
straight as your score!  Assure 
a perfect right angle score with 
these heavy plastic resin squares.

#3360 12” Long Square
#3368 18” Long Square

Trace Your Patterns With the Port-A-Trace
Finally, an inexpensive and compact light box 
for tracing patterns, selecting glass colors, 
or as a lighted scoring table!  Translucent 
10” x 12” white plastic top and a bright 
fluorescent bulb.  The portable Light Tracer 
is strong enough to draw and score glass on.  
Box is made of stainless steel.  Made in USA.   
One year warranty.
#1021

Glazing Hammer
Designed with hard plastic and soft rubber 
faces for tapping glass in place when working with lead came.  
Rubber cushioned handle, 10” long.  
#3054

Lens Cutter for Circles As Small As 1/2”
Ideal for cutting glass circles from 5” dia. to 
as small as 1⁄2” dia.  Features numbered rod for 
easy adjustment, and a replaceable 3-wheel 
cutter turret.

#369
3-Wheel Replacement Turret 
#369R

Glastar Strip and Circle Cutter
This amazing combination tool cuts 
strips, rectangles and squares from 1⁄2” 
to 12” wide, as well as perfect circles 
from 3” to 24” in diameter!  The most 
accurate way to score long, narrow 
repetitive strips for window borders, 
jewelry box sides, and lamp gridwork.  Includes a replaceable 6-wheel 
steel cutter turret and complete instructions.
#4300

6-Steel Wheel Replacement Turret
#3030R

The Score 1® Glass Cutter
Easy as turning a dial to score any pattern 
shape, even while sitting down!  Compact  
4” x 7” x 7” size enables the Score 1 to be 
used anywhere.  Perfect for anyone who has 
difficulty applying enough pressure to score 
glass with conventional glass cutters.  Work 
faster and more relaxed, with less glass waste.  
Long lasting, Toyo carbide wheel.  Shipped 
assembled with instructions.
#1900

Score 1 Replacement Carbide Wheel

#1901RH

Recycle Glass Bottles
Sturdy metal cutting jig lets you accurately 
score bottles or jars by rotating horizontally.  
Then heat the score over the enclosed candle 
and cool with an ice cube.  The result will amaze you – with 
practice you’ll have a clean break each time!  Also includes silicon carbide 
powder and emery cloth for polishing cut edges, and 3 cutting wheels.
#366

Bottle Art
Who doesn’t have glass bottles that can’t be rinsed 
and recycled into new art objects?  Color photos 
and detailed instructions for using a bottle cutter, 
paint, wire and found objects to create artistic 
objects from common bottles!  Ideas include vases, 
terrariums, tableware, wind chimes, suncatchers, 
jewelry and more. 
#7126

g2 Bottle Cutter
With the ‘g2’ bottle cutter you can:  cut wide-
mouth jars and bottles up to 5 gallons; remove the 
glass cutter for straight cuts on glass; cut more 
bottles with 6 durable cutting blades; cut with ease 
and comfort!  Have better cutting control, taking 
less pressure to make a good score.  Feel good 
about using a bottle cutter made from recycled 
aluminum.
#3365

Glass Station 
Hold everything on this one 14” long 
organizer!  The sturdy molded tray will 
hold 4 rolls of copper foil, a pound of 
solder, a spill-proof flux bottle and brush, 
all your hand tools and cutters - even a 
soldering iron in the heavy coiled metal 
stand!  Recessed handles allow you to 
pick up your whole work area in two hands!  
Everyone working with stained glass could use one! 
#6501

Glass Station 
The Rulex will be the most versatile tool 
on your workbench!  16” long adjustable 
square for scoring glass, drawing and 
framing. Securely locks any angle up to 
135° with built-in allen wrench.
#6501

18” Long Straight Edge 
Heavy aluminum with cork 
backing, for non-slip scoring of straight lines on glass.
#3318


